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"FIT SCHOOL IR K
TO THE INDIVIDUAL"
SAYS PBOF. LENNES
Mathematics Professor Talks
On Individual Dif
ferences.

S. R. LOGAN.
Another important unit of the
summer staff of the educational
department is Professor $. R. Lo
gan, who is teaching classes in ed
ucational sociology. Professor Lo
gan lias been spending his sum
mers a t Montana for several
years; he is regularly engaged as
assistant superintendent of schools
in Winnetka, Illinois.
He graduated from the Univer
sity of North Carolina in 1908, re
ceiving a B. A. degree.
Before
his graduation, from 1901 to 1905,
he attended the University of
Montana. After the granting of
his degree Prof. Logan taught for
a while a t the Carolina university
before returning to Montana. He
then served as superintendent of
the Flathead reservation consoli
dated schools. Consolidation was
a t that time somewhat of an in
novation in that district* which
includes most of the towns in the
reservation, and Prof. Logan was
one of the first men to handle the
system.
After his service in western
Montana, he spent seven years at
Hardin. There he had charge of
the schools on the Crow Indian
reservation.
At that time the
government schools for the In
dians were being maintained;
their recent removal has made a
decided improvement in condi
tions, according to Prof. Logan.
It was during his term at Hardin
that he instituted the “Hardin
system” of grade school education
which has proven to be quite suc
cessful.
He has been engaged since that
time a t Winnetka.

“Fitting school work to the indi
vidual” was the topic on which Doctor
N, J. Lennes. chairman of the mathe
matics department, discoursed at
Tuesday’s convocation. “Schools exist
so individuals can obtain the best pos
sible from life.” stated the doctor, and
added that schooling, in order that the
best possible results might be realized,
should be adjusted to the individual’s
ability, “for there are huge individ
ual differences.”
“The famous sentence in our nation
al constitution concerning the equality
of men,” said the speaker, “is a legal
equality,” not an equality in native
ability. We must regulate our conduct j
in accordance to physical inequalities
that are apparent, and in the same
fashion we should regulate our con
duct in accordance with “large men
tal differences in inborn capacities.”
The speaker cited, by way of ex
ample, the mental inequalities of two
specific individuals; both were college
students, and both had taken training
to qualify for the same type of work.
One of these persons, “had acquired
at the age of 12 quite as much as the
other had endeavored to acquire,
when completing her work in higher
education. Is it possible to give two
such individuals anything in common?”
the speaker thought not. “In this
garden,” quoted Doctor Lennes, “we
must do weeding as well as planting.”
The Doctor then told of efforts be
ing made in his department to “weed
out” undesirable elements; the regu
lar work in mathematics, “the wood
cutting part,” is given to the entire
Jeffery Farjeori’g Play to
class, then for those who have in
Be Presented at Little
terest in knowing what men have done
witn geometric formulas rather than
Theatre N ext Week.
in knowing the mere working of the
formulas, lists of topics are placed a t
Two additions bare been made to
their disposal. This method not only
tends to bring the best fdr ward, but the cast of "Number 17,” the first
also helps to develop the powers of production of the dramatics depart
ment this summer. Betty Dixon has
expression in the select group.
In conclusion Doctor Lennes de been given the role of Nora and Ed
clared that the placing of unfit indi die Scott has been cast as Gordon
viduals in high schools is like “teach Bunney. The cast of the play is now
ing a parrot ethics,” and he added complete and rehearsals are being
that such a course furthered mental held daily in the Little Theater under
dishonesty and hindered desirable cit | the direction of Aleyn Burtis. It
will be presented a t the Little Theater
izenship.
Prior to Doctor Lennes’ discussion Wednesday and Thursday, July 11
and 12. '
two selections were sung by Miss Fern
“Number 17” is a mystery play
Johnson, a former graduate, and two
violin numbers were played by Miss crowded with thrills. There are jew
Mary Shope, a graduate of last spring. els missing, detectives who pose as
thieves and thieves who pose as de
Both were accompanied by Lowndes
tectives. The play opens in the street
Maury, Jr., a t the piano.
odtside a vacant house. A sailor run
ning out of the house bumps into a
passer-by and Informs him th at there
is a dead man in the house and that
the place is haunted. The two finally
reenter the house and search for the
corpse only to find it gone.
From then on the play is full o f
exciting and dramatic scenes and the
audience is at a loss to know Just who
are the detectives and who are the
thieves. The final scene takes place
The fly casting class under Boger in the basement of this mysterious
Cummings and Jack Boehme was held house, where a get-away for wanted
yesterday afternoon this week instead crooks has been in operation. Here
of Wednesday, the regular day. About everything is straightened out in an
twenty students and some members of amazing manner and in the process a
the faculty attended. Considerable romance begins between a famous de
improvement is being shown by some tective and a girl crook.
This play was written by Jeffery
of the fly-casters already.
Side swiping and overhead casting Farjeon and had its first showing in
were demonstrated by Mr. Boehme and London in 1925. One year later It
Mr. Cummings. The overhead cast was brought to this country and
ing requires the greater skill and is played successfully in New York and
the better way to cast, according to other Eastern cities.
Mr. Boehme. “The real trick in cast
ing,” he said, “is in holding the thumb
correctly upon the reel.” In tourna
ments the contestants file their thumbs
with sandpaper until they are espe
T. E. Smalley of Roundup, who is su
cially sensitive. The world’s record
perintendent of the Cline schools and
for distance casting is 351 feet.
Mr. Cummings stated that if enough who is enrolled a t the University dur
interest is shown in the class that ing the summer session, left Monday
sometime later in the summer a picnic afternoon to attend the meeting of the
will be held on some lake or river members of the Grand Council of
where practical casting can be tried. Royal Arch Masons and a meeting
It is hoped that by early fall the of the Grand Commandery of Knights
casting and wading pool being planned Templar at Melita Island, the Mon
for Missoula will be finished. Mr. tana Masonic resort at Flathead lake.
Mr. Smalley, who is high priest of
Boehme and Mr. Cummings have been
organizing a casting club in Missoula the Royal Arch chapter of Roundup,
Is
making his second visit to Melita
and have the promise of about 80
members. After the casting pool is island, having attended the meeting
«
constructed they will spend Saturdc? there last year.
afternoons and Sundays practicing. It
should prove a great help to those
R. C. Line, dean of the school of
who wish to improve their casting.
business administration, is spending
The fly casting class is very inter his summer vacation at his former
esting and educational. I t will be held home in Columbus. Dean Line has
every Wednesday afternoon a t four extensive business interests in Still
o’clock on the University oval during water county and he is spending the
summer in charge of them.

‘NO. SEVENTEEN'
CAST COMPLETE

M l STUDENTS 1
FACULTY MEMBERS
LEARNING TO CAST

Smalley Leaves for
Melita Island, Meet
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Fort Owen, an Old Trading Post

BITTER ROOT VALLEY
TRIP THISWEEK-END
Third Week-End Trip to St.
Mary’s Mission and
Sleeping Child.
Among the week-end summer
session outings, the trip through the
historic Bitter Root valley, which will
end at Sleeping Child Hot Springs,
offers much of interest to the traveler.
Seventy miles of mountaineous gran
deur, supplemented by old scenes of
historical events, vital in the settling
of the West, haev a thrill in store for
the exursionists who will visit the

valley on the third week-end trip to
morrow.
The Bitter Root valley is one of the
best-known mountain valleys of the
West. The mountain range which
bears the same name in the western
boundary of the valley, a succession
of rugged, picturesque peaks, remark
able for their grandeur. In this val
ley Father DeSmet established the
first mission, St. Mary’s, on Montana
soil.
Here was erected the first
church in Montana. Here, too, was
practiced the first farming in the
state under the direction of Father
Anthony Ravalli. The old mission
church, which was built by Father
Ravalli, still stands, and will be vis
ited during the trip.
The remains of old Fort Owen, an
early trading post, are here also.
I t was through the Bitter Root val
ley that Chief Joseph was pursued 50

years ago by troops which engaged his
warriors in combat in the battle of the
Big Hole, over the divide from th$
head of this valley.
From beginning to end, this trip
will be filled with interest Camp
will be made at Sleeping Child Hot
Springs. The large plunge a t the
springs affords fine swimming facil
ities.
The trail talks on this trip will deal
with the history of the region and
with its geological and botanical fea
tures. Dean Stone will review the
local history of the region; Dr. C. H.
Clapp will talk on the geological
phases and Professor J. W. Severy
will discuss regional flora.
Trout fishing is very good in the
Bitter Root and there is not a mile of
the trip which does not invite the
camera artist to do his best.
'

FORESTRY CLUB STUDENTS PUBLISH
AND ARE NOW DISTRIBUTING PAPER GIVES m LECTURE
article dealing with the methods of
logging through the use of the cater
pillar. Leslie L. Cobill, who gradu
ated from the School of Forestry sev
eral years ago and who is a t the pres
The 1928 Forestry Kaimin, annual ent time central fire dispatcher for
publication of the Forestry club, the Deschutes National forest, has
whose membership is made up of stu written an article on “New Methods
dents majoring in the School of For- j of Fire Fighting and Fire Control.”
estry, is now. being distributed. This Hugh A. Gillis, traffic manager for
year’s publication was edited by Nel the Western Pine Manufacturers’ as
son Fritz, Willmington, Del., who was sociation, has contributed an article,
assisted by Fred Statt, Missoula; “Transportation and Its Relation to
Clarence Averill, Kansas City., Mo., the Lumber Industry,” which deals
and Rosser Roudolph, Missoula. Ken with one of the greater factors in
neth Davis, Missoula, was business lumbering, according to many lum
manager and Kester Flock, Missoula, bering authorities.
A sketch, “What May Be Done,” by
assistant business manager.
The Forestry Kaimin is published Charles N. Thompson, president of the
Ponco
Forestry association of Monroe
each year in order to give those inter
ested in all new phases of forestry county, Pennsylvania, deals with the
some opportunity of knowing what is history of that association showing the
being done ih such lines throughout methods used in the organization of a
the country. A section is also de fire-prevention association.
J. B. Woods, nationally known for
voted to the activities of the Forestry
club and the forest school. All the ester affiliated with the Long Bell
Lumber
company, has an article, “In
major articles every year are con
tributed by men who are prominent in Defense of the Practice of Forest
Platning,” dealing with the methods
lumbering and logging.
employed by the larger lumbering
Noted Contributors.
companies
who have in recent years
Among the articles found in this
year’s publication are “The Nomen been forced to make a study of this
problem.
Mr.
Woods has made an in
clature of Some of Our Greater North
west Species,” by George M. Cornwall, tensive study of this problem, having
editor and publisher of the Timber- done considerable research work along
man. This article deals with the this line. Mr. Woods contributed to
christening of the species to be found the 1927 Forestry Kaimin.
C. W. Waters, assistant professor of
in this section of the country. Mr.
Cornwall is a well known lecturer and botany, who teaches forest pathology
traveler and visits the campus every in the Forest school, has contributed
year, lecturing at the forest school and “.The Value of Forest Pathology.”
Pathology deals to a certain extent
other departments on the campus.
W. D. Humiston, logging engineer with the various diseases of trees and
for the Clearwater Timber company of this article explains how through a
Idaho, has written an article, “What knowledge of pathology the forestry
Ails the Lumber Industry of the In student can often prevent the spread
termountain Country.” Mr. Humiston of such diseases.
Forestry Club.
has spent considerable time in the
One section of the Forestry Kai
study of this problem and has lec
min,
the
“school
section,” deals with
tured throughout the northwest in the
the activities of the Forestry club, in
interests of the lumbering industry.
cluding such traditions as the forestry
Dr. C. A. Schenck, world renowed
hike, forestry ball and others. Sev
forester from Darmstadt, Germany,
eral sketches and articles by students
who has contributed to the Forestry
are also to be found in this section as
Kaimin for the past four or five years
well as anathletic section. Several
and who was retained as an instructor
short poems by well known authors,
in the School of Forestry three years
dealing with various out-of-door sub
ago and for some time prior to that,
jects, are scattered throughout the
has an article this year entitled
publication.
“Fallacies.” Dr. Schenck now con
During the past spring session of
ducts tours for Forestry students
the forestry school at Seeley lake, the
through Europe.
students collected considerable data
“Caterpillar Logging,” by J. H.
on the reproduction of cut-over areas.
; Howejl, logging engineer for the
Caterpillar Tractor company, is an
(Continued on Page 4)

Annual “Forestry Kaimin”
Deals With New Phase
Of Forestry.

w* v n .

“American Biography” to Be
Subject of Talk Next
Thursday.

SUMMER SCHOOL, VOL. V, NO. 3

PAYNE TEMPLETON.
Professor Payne Templeton is
putting in his fourth summer as
a visiting professor at the Uni
versity this year, having first re
turned to his school as a teacher
in the summer of 1925. He is a
graduate of the University of
Montana, from which he received
his B. A. in 1916. During the
several iyears in which he was
acquiring his education a t the
University, he was a part, with
Craighead and Simmonds, of the
first—and last-tennis team which
represented Montana.
Since his graduation Prof. Tem
pleton has occupied himself, for
the greater part of the time, with
educational work in Montana.
After having served in the army
during the World War, he con
ducted the schools a t Shelby for
two or three years.
He then
transferred to B ig,Timber, where
he held the positions of principal
of the Sweet Grass county high
school, and superintendent of the
Big Timber grade schools. Later
he assumed the principalship of
the Flathead county high school
a t Kalispell, where he is now
regularly engaged.
For three
years before he first taught school
a t the University, Prof. Temple
ton taught summer school a t the
State Normal School at Dillon.
He is teaching subjects ih edu
cation this summer.
His expe
rience in Montana high school
work, and the success in which
his different services have re
sulted, have made him a compe
tent instructor for those who in
tend to take up education, either
in this part of the country or
elsewhere.

SECOND SESSION
OPENS MONDAY
Many Courses Open for Sec
ond Three Weeks’ Term
Of Summer Session.
Monday opens the second three-week
session of the University summer
school. A full extra-curricular pro
gram of courses of interest to teachers,
principals; superintendents and other
students are being offered in biology,
botany, business administration, eco
nomics, sociology, education, English,
mathematics, music, pharmacy, fine
arts, foreign languages, history, home
economics, journalism, library econo
my, physical education, psychology,
and religion.
During this three-week session which
ends July 30, three week-end trips of
special Interest are being planned. The
first will be into the canyon of the
Big Blaekfoot and will incude an in
spection of the large lumber mill of
the Anaconda company a t Bonner. The
second will be to the National Bison
Range near the mission of St. Igna
tius, up the Flathead. This trip will
prove very interesting as hundreds of
bison, elk, antelope, deer and moun
tain sheep will be seen. The third trip
is to be over Mt. Stuart into the Rat
tlesnake lake basin where there are
twenty very beautiful lakes In addition
to streams, little glaciers and great
moraines.
Another general University mixer
will be held during this session and
numerous bridge tournaments, dormi
tory dances, special lectures and ten
nis tournaments. It is thought that
this session will prove especially in
teresting to the students.

Professor H. G. Merriam delivered
the third lecture of his series on
“American Literature in 1927” at the
Little theater, yesterday morning at
11 o'clock. “Sophisticated Writing”
was his subject.
Professor Merriam has planned three
more lectures in this series, to be
given each Thursday at 11 o’clock in
the Little theater. They are to be
“The Art of Fiction,” with Willa
Cather’s “Death Comes for the Arch
bishop” and Thornton Wilder’s “The
Bridge of San Luis Rey,” recommend
ed .as outside reading for thsoe desir
ing credit in this course.
The fourth lecture will pertain to
“American Biography” and Professor
Merriam recommends for outside read
ing Roger’s “Colonel Bob Ingersoll”,
Sandberg’s “Lincoln”, . “The Prairie
Years” and Bradford’s “D. L. Moody,
a Worker in Souls.”
“Theater for the Intelligent,” the
last lecture of the series, will partially
embrace the outside readings of
O’Neill’s “Lazarus Laughed,” Cum
mings’ “Him” and Edna Millay’s
“The King’s Henchman.”
*
Students desiring credit in this
course are required to read at least
one book in each group listed, includ
ing either Siegfried’s “America Comes
Dr. J. F. Rowe, chairman of the
of Age,” or Mumford’s “The Golden
geology department, arrived at Utica,
Day.” 1
Townspeople, and students not tak N. Y., Monday morning. Dr. Rowe
ing the regular course are invited to will be a special lecturer at Cornell
during the present summer session.
attend these lectures.
Dr. Rowe left the campus a t the
close of the last school year and went
to Vancouver, B. C., to look after
NOTICE.
some mining interests. From Van
couver he went via the Canadian Pa
Due to the holiday yesterday the cific to New York to take up his teach
Kaimin is being published on Fri ing duties.
day this week. In the future the
Dr. Rowe will be on a leave of ab
Kaimin will be published on Thurs sence during the 1928-1929 school
day as is usual. Get your copy year. In company with Mrs. Rowe he
a t the A. S. U. M. store or a t the will make an extensive tour of Euro
halls.
pean countries.

Rowe to Lecture at
Cornell This Summer

George O. White, former summer
summer school student and present
superintendent of schools in Troy,
was a summer school visitor Tuesday.
Mr. White has made a five-week tour
of the state and left Tuesday night
for his home in Troy to spend the
Fourth.

PRES. CLAPP ASKS
I STATE BOARD FOR
NEW BUILDINGS

Dean T. C. Spaulding of the forestry
school, who is in charge of the work
of the Blaekfoot Fire Protective as
sociation during the summer, left
Tuesday for a visit to the Bitter Root
and Coeur d’Alene forests in the in
terests of the association.
Dean
Spaulding expects to be gone for sev
eral days.

Brannon Fraternity Row
Plan Is Discussed N
Favorably.
The need of several new buildings
for the University of Montana was
stressed by President C. H. Clapp in
his annual recommendation to the
state board of education. The board,
in its quarterly session at Helena last
Monday, gave orders to the state
board of examiners to sell $7,105
worth of bonds remaining in the
$5.00,0,000 issue which was voted in
1921 by* the Montana people. Chan
cellor M. A. Brannon presented the
annual reports of the Greater Univer
sity of Montana. The five units of
the institution were reported to have
made progress in education and enroll
ment.
Dr. Clapp mentioned, as buildings
which are most urgently needed on the
University campus, a new journalism
building and a new chemistry build
ing, as well as another residence hall
for men.
The board expressed itself as favor
able towards a plan for the heating of
the new fraternity houses on the
Bozeman and Missoula campuses by
means of the campus heating plants.
A plan was presented by Chancellor
Brannon which would, if placed in
use, cause all fraternity houses to be
built on a uniform basis, under the
supervision of the University engineer
ing department. This plan, which has
lately been suggested and discussed,
would provide more or less of a “fra
ternity row,” which would be located
probably on the University ground be
tween the campus and the Van Buren
bridge.
The sum allotted by the board was
proportioned as follows: Two thou
sand, two hundred and sixty-eight dol
lars and fifty cents for the state school
for the deaf and blind at Boulder;
$3,000 for thq state orphan’s home at
Twin Bridges, and $1,836.50 for the
vocational school for girls at Helena.
The allottment for the school at
Twin Bridges is greatly needed, ac
cording to George H. Davey, president
of the state orphans’ home. The
physical condition of the plant, he
said, was not what it should be. The
money will be used to remodel several
of the buildings of the school, and to
improve the heating plant.
At this session of the board, a dele
gation from Havre offered the state
board 44 acres of land at Havre for
use in the development of a plant for
the Northern Montana Agricultural
and Manual Training school. Attorney
General L. A. Foot, W. M. Johnston
of Billings, and W. S. Davidson of
Bozeman were appointed as a com
mittee to pass upon the state board’s
authority to accept such an offer.
The board formally extended a vote
of thanks to the Alumni association of
the University a t Missoula for the new
golf course and athletic field which
this organization procured for the
University.
Dornblaser field was
placed upon the campus without the
use of state funds.
Further business at the session in
cluded the twentieth annual report of
the state Industrial school for boys at
Miles City, which now shows an aver
age population of 139.
Professor Freeman Daughters, of
the University, and Sylvia Watt,
county superintendent of Yellowstone
county schools, were reappointed as
members of the state board of educa
tional examiners. The appointment
was made by Miss May Trumper, state
superintendent of public schools.

BASEBALL GAME TO
BE PLAYED TODAY
The baseball game scheduled for
yesterday between the faculty and
students will be played today a t 4
o’clock.
Professor Payne Templeton
of the English department will cap
tain the facuty team and President C.
H. Clapp will be the catcher. R. E.
Olsop will captain the student team
and the battery will consist of Albert
Partoll, pitcher, and P. Scott, catcher.
BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
IS A SUCCESS
The weekly bridge 'tournament
which is held every Tuesday evening
in North hall was a decided success
this week.
Fourteen tables were
under way throughout the evening
and the pich of excitement was high.
Following the bridge tournament
dancing was enjoyed until 12 o’clock.

The Montana Kaimin
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the present discussion.

if if?

That high school boy

Another Wise Crack
o f fifteen will sm ile at ypu
The Golden B u ie is based
w e’re all m ore alike than
And th ere’s one nice th in g

~voareu. saw the priestess, " h an
unseemly defect in an oracle, but one j
which, were I a listener, I could easily!
bear since it b amusing and harm s1
only the speaker: but impoliteness I
could not so easily stomach, for it 1 ]
would consider an injury to myself;
for wbile I may not always under- j
j stand floe subtleties, 1 always feel i
crude insults.** _

A Placid Curve of the

of

from fad in g eyes.
upon the fa ct that
And it chanced that a wise man
w e are d ifferen t. sought at Delphi (as Cabell might say)
about the Golden an answer to the unanswerable. And

when he was brought before the oracle
he beeseeclted thus:
“Pythoness, priestess
of Apollo, j
who knows all things, tell roe—if ev er!
I have merited aught in thine eyes— I
tell roe, why do all men not believe
“From bellhop to the top” in any line
STO R Y that is not com plim entary to as I believe?”
is an old story to Americans. From I
And Pythoness laughed niightly so ambition to become an engineer to sue* I
its ad m in istrative o ffic ers com es from
that the man was sore hurt yet no | cess as an artist will, however, seem
the C ollege o f N ew York C ity. I t seem s more hurt than he was puzzled.
novel even to them. Professor Clifford
that an audiene o f about 200 stud en ts w as
VKBYBODY happy T
But when Pythoness had a breath H. Kiedell of the fine arts department
Hummer students respond with a tre gathered around the cam pus flagp o le listen  ing space she said : “Nay, nay! good has both these achievements to his
mendous affirm ative. But—can it be in g to speeches again st the d ism issal o f Sim on Sophoinoro (for that was his name). credit
I laugh not a t thy question—'tis only
that a mental reservation goes with that reply! Gerson from the college.
Born in a Massachusetts village of
that Vulcan is mixing the gasses on three hundred inhabitants, Mr. Riedell
I f so, why, and how can it be rem oved!
Gerson w as a leader o f the m ovem ent op  me today—ho J pardon me—but come
worked first as bellboy, and later at
Greater d ifference o f ages everyw here ob posing com pulsory m ilitary training at college. back tomorrow' and I shall answer j
desk and office positions a t the sum
By Lillian Bell.
tains between summer students than between F ive m onths ago, conditional to his rem aining thee according to thy deserts—h a ! I mer hotel there to pay his expenses at I
Cl I’OCW.
Gasoline slogan writer, linotype op
“Where’s David, who sang and
those attending regular sessions. And d iffer at the in stitu tion , he w as asked to resign the pardon this infirmity.”
Tabor academy. Four years of high
erator
and
poet, Homer Parsons, grad
played his lyre,
school and two years of college ex
ence in age wherever found has alw ays been presidency o f the S tudent S ocial Pdoblem s
While we blame the collegiate hausted the possibilities of the institu uate of the English department of the
And ran like the devil when Saul
permitted to function as a barrier, an obstacle Club and to refrain from all extra-curricular youth for a lot of things we should
got peeved
tion as far as he was concerned, and State University in 1920, has again
in the way o f friendship and understanding.
activity. H e tendered his resign ation but not lose sight of the fact that he pro Mr. Riedell, then twenty years old, left laughingly broken into print and been
And hurler at the racket his sixvides
a
good
home
for
senile
motor
awarded
a
prize
for
the
best
Ballade
Youth, suvs age, is cruel, selfish , undisci - 1 since it w as not accepted, retained the p resi
foot spear?
its doors with no prospect of further
And the lyric Solomon, manypreparation for his chosen profession of of Dead Poets offered by the Saturday
dency o f the club. N o fu rth er action w as taken cars.
plined.
STARBEA.MS.
Review of Literature. The contest
wlved.
engineering.
That is true. The youngest women I know by the facu lty until a w eek a fter the close o f
Who liked 'em black? And Byron
At this point an inscrutable Fate was conducted by Edward Davison in
the college year.
“Oh dear! Oh dear!”
are past sixty.
who dived
interposed, thrusting an artist's brush “The Wits’ Weekly” column.
Through the Hellespont, in Me
Homer Parsons and his wife, Irene,
A fter Gerson had taken all excep t one o f
into his indifferent hand. A girls'
CLUB WOMEN
Age, says youth, is arrogant, tired, and
ander’s wake?
and
his
little
girl,
“the
Weed,”
lived
school in the nearby town of New BedWILL ARGUE
his fin al exam inations, he w as inform ed o f his
tiresome.
Curious how these old ducks
ford, which had been closed for several j in a tiny house a t the foot of Mount
AT MEETING
That also is true. The oldest man I have I d ism issal and refused p erm ission to attend
raved!
years, reopened as the Swain School of Sentinel during his undergraduate
known was a seventeen-year-old cynic who the summer session for which he had already (headline iu one of Missoula's sev Design. New Bedford was easy of ac days a t Montana. He found time then
Eddie Guest Is the poet I like.
eral dallies).
enrolled. The students p rotested a g a in st th is
cess from Mr. Riedeli's home on an in- to write poetry, contributions for the
edited a high school paper.
Oscar Flngal O’Flaherty Wilde—
terurbau railway which just then began Montanan, which was to become the
Memory teaches bur elders that young peo peculiar d ism issal.
Jack and Jill went up a hill,
To mention p a rt of his Irish
operating. Seeing in this coincidence Frontier, and the Oracle colunin and
They were assem bled listen in g to a sentence
ple feel them selvees standing on the peak of
Although they shouldn't oughter;
name—
the young man's only opportunity for book reviews, besides attending classes
Cause people don’t go up a hill.
earthly existence. But young people w ill not which b eg a n :
Where Is he? Where is the lad
advancement, his teachers a t Tabor Iand holding down a Job as linotype
To fetch a pail of water:
‘ ‘ Our stru ggle is for liberty, for freedom o f
believe that youth is not a peak, but a p lateau;
operator on the Missoulian. How in
who sailed
urged him to take advantage of it.
From Leghorn, Shelley, the prince
Three years of study at the Swain term ittent his class attendance was,
and that no one who is really livin g would ac speech— ” when D ean D an iel W . R edm an in 
But Jackie was a college boy,
of rhyme?
school w’ere followed by the offer of a hnder the circumstances, one can only
cept juvenility at the prices o f the riches of terrupted and asked the m eetin g to d isp erse.
And Jill—Jill was a co-ed:
Where are the bards of Queen
position as assistant to his former in guess! He is now a linotype operator
experience. E very age as it is reached, says The students held their ground u ntil a squad
And the hill stood right behind the
structor there, and when the latter left on the San Bernardino Sun, San Ber
Bess’ time.
school,
Booth Tarkington, brings its priceless com of six policem en, which were called by the fa c
school Mr. Riedell succeeded him. His nardino, Cal.
Kit and Will? Who sees their
That Jack and Jill attended.
u lty, arrived.
pensations.
work of preparation was continued in
smoke?
A friend, who had known him dur
P resid en t R obinson sta tes that G erson w as
the fine arts departments of Harvard ing his school years in Missonla, tells
That being true, why not secure vicariously
Give me the fellow who harps on
Yes, it is true, after having watched and Columbia universities.
Home.
of having seen him a t a Montana
the benefits of all periods of life, instead of only suspended before, but he w ill now be ex  many couples hiking over the wrink
After leaving the Swain school, Mr. game in L o s. Angeles during the last
Eddie Guest is the poet I like.
w alling ourselves up w ithin a few y e a r s ’ pelled “ in view o f the agitation and d isturb  les in old Sentinel’s side and never
Riedell founded the Riedell School of football season. The friend, woman
space! That this barrier of tim e can be d is ance he caused w ith h is C om m unist frien d s on seeing one return with a bucket of Design a t Boothbay Harbor, Maine. In
Where’s Homer, who sang of epic
like, gives a description of his appear
water we have lost faith in Mother 1923 he was asked to exhibit his work ance th at day. A copper, silver and
solved, every real teacher, and every student our cam p u s.”
strife?
The “ agitation and d isturban ce” w hich the Goose,—or maybe there w’as a catch at a convention of the Eastern Art as gold “rooters’ ” cap was set jauntily
who has felt the stead yin g and in sp irin g in 
And Catullus, the young Verona
somewhere in the ancient ditty. Who sociation at Northampton, Massachu on his dark head and his fine eyes
blade?
fluence of such a teacher, knows. The prac facu lty tried to check in so u nfortun ate and
knows.
setts. Over one thousand of his draw gleamed with enthusiasm. A tiny
And the Mellstock ghost, and the
back-lashing a m anner is only a m inor fau lt.
tice needs only to be extended.
ings and paintings were shown a t this waxed mustache was as jaunty above
Baltimore waif
Friendship Plane Winging Across time. He was subsequently invited to his smiling mouth. An inevitable golf
Finally, antagonism between ages is not The m ajor action to be criticized is th a t o f the
And the golden Sappho, Lesbos'
Smith college. Northampton, as assist “trou,” Dean Stone tie and flapping
only detrim ental to human happiness and facu lty— an action th at can n ever be con Atlantic.
pride?
(headline iu a local paper).
ant professor of fine arts. Three slicker, he enthusiastically greeted
Where Is the yonthful suicide,
spiritual growth, but is absolutely w ithout ducive to the m utual resp ect and good w ill be
We w’onder if the Eyyptiau papers
Chatterton.
Would you have
warrant in fact. From childhood to old age, tw een facu lty and students that is so essen tia l carry similar banners as, for in years ago he came to Montana as head friends.
of th at department at the State Univer
them back?
Of Mr. Parsons and his prize-win
personality, making generous allowance for to the w ell being o f a u n iversity and the ac stance: Arabs Humping Across Desert. sity.
They're gone; and maybe It’s too
ning
poem,
Mr.
Davison
w
rites:
“In
ccplions, niters but little. The question “ Can com plishm ent o f its work.
Mr. Riedeli's eenthusiasm for his the book of “The Wits’ Weekly,”
damn bad.
And there are those who think that w'ork is not th at of the creative a rtis t which, someday I hope to edit, he
Eddie Guest is the poet I like.
short pants, entertained strange no gale broke up the ice in which the Pine Grove is a dance hall.
“The interest th at I have developed in would probably have a larger num
tions ns to the connection between the Karluk lay, sending it a thousand
it,” he said, “is purely a critical and ber of contributions to date than any
Doctor, examine my feeble mind;
A scientist claims that pyorrhea is analytical one.” This fact he attrib 
Stefansson deter
Ten Lost Tribes of Israel and the miles westward.
Where It sags in the middle, pall
other single author . . . He manages
American Indians. What Dr. Leonard mined to continue the Arctic Expedi caused by kissing—perhaps that is utes to his mathematical b en t and has the self-imposed analyzed rhyme skil
up the slack.
SKYWARD.
proved in the theories of color and de fully . . . and avoids the overwhelm
and young Hugh Lloyd, seeking to tion by lan d ; and Wilkins backed him why four out of five have it.
I f you cure me of this It's worth
By Captain Richard Byrd.
sign which he has evolved, and which ing gravity th at characterized so
break the monotony of life a t the up in it. His camera and equipment
ten grand;
(G. I*, Putnam's Sons).
Speaking of foursomes, it is inter he expects to embody in six books on
frontier post, did with these ideas gone with the Karluk that was later
Eddie Gnest is the poet I like!
many of the other outstanding en
Commander Byrd has received the was a matter of great surprise—and to be splintered on the ice, he might esting to note and encouraging to re those subjects. This same faculty for
HOMER M. PARSON'S.
tries.”
following message from Miss Ear- not to Absalom alone.
have turned back when they reached member that both the Republican and anaylsis makes and gives clearness and
h a rt:
But Democratic candidates for the presi precision to Mr. Riedeli's instructions,
This is one of the nine stories mak the first Eskimo settlement.
III.
Dear Commander:
Want you to ing up “When West Was West” a loyalty kept him following Stefansson dency and vice presidency are men and a helpful definiteness to his criti
“Oh, the springtime has came
kuow (hat copy quote Skyward un new book by Owen Wister, wherein on that magnificent trek, th at three- who have fought their way to the cisms of students' work.
And I’m out of jail,
quote delivered safely Mrs. Quest the author of “The Virginian” tells year's march from Alaska to Banks top from obscurity
and poverty.
Mr. Riedeli's quiet voice is one of
W ithout any money,
vastly appreciated stop Aside from with unflagging zest and keep obser Land. And it was along the way in “Where to Democracy?”
unhurried calm, but not a moment is An Old Song Becomes
W ithout any bail.
myself was only excess baggage on vation of the suave power of Colonial a fur trader's cabin at Collinson
wasted in “getting down to business'
Latest
“Popular.”
IV.
honrd everything else jettisoned In McDee, the charlatanry of Professor Point, to be precise—that Captain
The business of books is to set a In his classes. An expression a t once
“I went to a house,
cluding movie camera films and even Sain mu lieu, the marital difficulties of Wilkins first dreamed of flying over man thinking after he has been set keen and kindly completes the picture
And I knocked a t the door;
toothpaste stop fun to make first Captuin Quid, and other affairs typ the top of the world.
Along with the revival of “Side
thinking, what he needs most is time of this transplanted “Down-Easterner.
A lady came out, says,
transatlantic air delivery of book ical of that vanished frontier that he
walks of New York,” of recent interest
to think.—Life.
‘You been here before.’
written and sent from man In Amer knew so well in the days of its glory.
in connection with congratulations of
THE 13TH LOVER.
ica whose foresight made Friend
V.
R. S. V. P.
By Maurice Dekobra
fered Governor A1 Smith of New
ship's flight possible to our ship's
“I went to a house,
“Que diable allez-vous faire avec
THE REAL IA)G CABIN.
(Payson & Clark, Ltd., N. Y.)
York, comes the rejuvenation of that
graelous owner lu England.
And
I
asked
for
a piece of bread;
cette
fish
pole??
O—to
catch
some
Chilson D. Aldrich.
Boredom has evidently become a fish? Sapristi! you say, fish sur Lillian Gish in Another old one, “Hallelujah, I'm a Bum.” It
AMELIA BARHART.
A lady came out, says,
(MacMillan $4.00).
was
heard
the
other
day,
faintly
but
delicate
state
of
achievement
Only*
to
“Skyward" Is Byrd's recently pub There is something romantic about
‘The baker is dead.’
l’oyal de la uuiversite!”
Picture of the Late War.
unmistakably, being played in the
lished book, descriptive of his North a log cabin that gives it an almost be assuaged by vicarious indulgence
VI.
“Mais oui! il y a aussi Mousieur
concert room of “Dardenella,” “Ra
Pole and Atlautlc flights, outlining universal appeal, and Mr. Chilson D. offered by the type of book of “The Jack Boheme et Monsieur Roger Cum
“When springtime does come,
mona”
and
other
popular
hits,
the
shoe
Lillian
Gish
(one
of
the
Gish
sisters,
his plans for the Antarctic, dealing Aldrich tells In his book, “The Real 13th Lover.” Conversations brilliant mings.”
O won’t we have fun,
shining parlor.
with aviation devela pinouts In gen Log Cabin” how practical cabins are, with mention 'of wines, politics (dis
We’ll throw up our jobs
“Diable, you say—well, bon luck!” you know) alternately smiles and
weeps her way through seven reels of
Carl Sandburg, in his fascinating
eral. and embracing a good many of I what they cost and how to plan and tinctly Anglophobe in flavor), and
And we’ll go on the bum.
his own personal experiences and ad build them. The author is probably personalities lengthily titled, alter
Chorus.
Week-enders at Seeley lake report the hokiest hokum about the war that collection, “The American Songbag,”
descriptions
composed seeing a bear. Well maybe they did Hollywood has turned out in many a “a ragbag of strips, stripes and
ventures.
(To be repeated after each verse.)
the only architect In the country who nate with
“Hallelujah, I ’m a bum,
When Miss Earhart was In Boston, has devoted himself exclusively to largely of Venetian names.
—and then it might have been—oh, moon, “The Eenemy.” The play is all streaks of color from nearly all ends
about Austria and the war and the of the earth,” says of it:
Hallelujah, bum again,
The poor little “Madonna of the anything.
she lunched with Commander and designing and building log cabins,
sweet young graduate and poverty and
Hallelujah, give us a handout,
“This old song heard a t the water
Mrs. Byrd at their home and sug from those of the simplest type to Sleeping Cars” is bored with lover
the rich profiteer and the homecom tanks of railroads in Kansas in 1897
To
revive us again.”
gested she would like to take a copy t hose of elaborate and expensive de- No. 12. He is only a gauche young
CO-EDS PLEASE NOTE.
ing after the war and ad nauseum.
and from harvest hands who worked
of “Skyward” across In the Friend l sign. The volume is Illustrated with millionaire American, with no man
“Meet Me a t . . . Cigar
Store.
Many
feet
of
film
have
passed
I f anyone wants to try this over on
in the wheat fields of Pawnee county,
ship to give to Mrs. Quest. This copy photographs of cabins that Mr. Al ners and the college humor publica Where all the Boys Meet.”
through the machine since “Broken was picked up later by the I. W. W.’s, his piano, he can get the tune by hav
Commander Byrd inscribed as fol- drich has built, and these with the tion' patois to offer the brilliant, sen
Blossoms” and Miss Gish hasn't become who made verses of their own for It, ing his shoes shined.
clear and detailed advice and instruc sitive, cultured epicure of amours. To
The girl friends asks why all the
any younger. She should be eligible and gave it a wide fame. The migra
“I am sending you this rtipy of my tions of the text, should lead many a save her from the disasters of ennui talk about conventions lately.
She
first book by the first girl to cross reader to embark upon the happy ad the distinguished t descendant of a thinks there is a movement on foot to for a pension in a few years. She may tory workers are fam iliar with the
get you on the verge of tears once in Salvation Army missions, and have
the Atlantic Ocean by air—the very venture of acquiring a cabin for him Nenetian doge arrives In a liigh-pow do away with conventions.
awhile but most of her emoting is adopted the Army custom of occasion
brave Mias Karhart.
But for cir* self.
ered motor boat. Iu fact he is con
wishy-washy.
ally abandoning all polite formalities
cnmstancea I well know that It would
stantly arriving somewhere, In pow
SOUR GRAPES.
Miss Leona Baumgartner spent last
FLYING
THE
ARCTIC.
Ralph Forbes, a former stage favor and striking deep into the common
have been you who would have
er boat, in Rolls-Royce, or by un
|
By
Captain
George
H.
Wilkins.
I
ite,
does
a
noble
piece
of
work
and
things and ways for their music and week-end a t Thompson Falls giving a
crossed first. I send you my heart- j
known and mysterious means. He has
Said
the
Lady
(G. P. Putnam's Sons),
manages to save the picture from utter words. A ‘handout’ is food handed lecture to the Sanders County Wom
test congratulations and good wishes.
sworn a vendetta because of certain
Of Shallot:
oblivion. In fact, he practically steals out from a back door as distinguished en’s clubs on “Child Health.” This
1 admire your determination and ’ lu 1903 the doomed Karluk, carry unmeutionable happenings In connec
“I never cared
ing
part
of
the
Captain
Arctic
Ex
the picture from Miss Gish.
from a ‘sit down,' which means an meeting, the largest ever held, was
courage.”
tion with his sister. There are few
A
helluva
lot,
pedition, sailed across the North PaFred Niblo, who directed the picture, entrance into a house and a chair at composed of six or eight women’s
j places in the book where the author's
clubs of Sanders county.
For
Lancelot.
Ocean
on
its
way
must
have
read
Kipling's
“Boots”
just
to the Beau- decorum masters his taste for the
a table.”
WHEN WEST WAS WEST.
Miss Baumgartner spoke of diet,
Sea. Ylihjalmur St efansson was graphically realistic.
before beginning work on the play.
For a song like this, all six verses
By Owen Wfeter.
“I could forgive,
vaccinating
children, exercises for chil
the leader of the expedilLion; Captain
Most of the war scenes consist of tire and choruses, one could almost forgive
Forgetting dountry, king, diplomat
(MacMillan $!&•).
The mess he made.
Boh Barlett was master of the ship:
some pictures of marching feet and the traditional nuisance, the cross on dren and other thinga about child
ic ethics, lover No. 12, ennui, the
Absalom, otherwise the Reverend and Captain George H.
At Astolat:
extras blowing on bugles—the same the back fence, and offer a “sit health. The amount of health work
Wilkins was young woman (and, believe it or not,
Xaothus Merrlfew. wore flowing the <official photographer.
th at has been done In Thompson Falls
feet and the same men blowing. Eco down” to hear more of the same.
. Near Point
locks, sat on his horse like a sack of Bari'ow the Karluk was caught in an she's a Scots woman) assists in the
seems to have been very good, accord
“But then the knight.
nomical but boring.
vendetta directed against one of her
meal, and bored the garrison of Fort
ing to Miss Baumgartner, and the
Does lack a lot,
Jack. After several weeks of this
“Oh why don't you work
former lovers and achieves, because
Chlracahua. Artioua Territory, with
women were Interesting and IntelUDoes Lancelot
John F. Suchy, instructor in the
ition. Stefansson, afraid of scurvy
Like other men do?
gent listeners.
a forty'minute sermon every Sunday. brea king out among the men, decided of her too great love, the dramatic
Du Lac.”
school of pharmacy for the past 10 I Hovapthe hell can I work
. court-martial of lover No. 13. The
Between times he was engaged in re to | so caribou hunting
Mrs. J. M. Keith of Missoula, presi
And another knight faded.
years, is attending the summer ses
on the ice. *poor Uttie bird with broken wings”
When there's no work to do?
storing the ancestral memory of one i Auw**g the three white
dent of the Women’s clnb of the diesion of the University of Colorado at
men taken
trict, also made a short talk.
Moulting Balkan, an aged Apache; withi him was Wilkin**, known to | flutters to the shelter of a cloister,
Pythoness, once in a serious mood— Boulder, where he expects to conn
Hwhere “the northern fogs will teach
“Oh I lore my boss
for Absalom, having encountered the theni only as a crack
photographer, the relativity of material things.” that is, when the gas had cleared out plete his work towards his M. A. de
And my boas loves me,
Higher Education and the New Pay- j|and a man of g rit
of her head—discoursed upon oracles gree in pharmacy. Mrs. Suchy and
There
she
is
left
with
he
multitudiAnd that is the reason
dw kgy while his brain was still in Ii \YhUe the little party was gone, a
—a subject upon which she is still her son are remaining in Missoula for
m a t w ees.
| nous amorous memories.
j
I ’m so hungry.
I considered an authority.
the summer.

I t w orks!
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“Call the Cops!”

A Rule That Works.

■

FORMER UNIVERSITY STUDENT WINS POETRY PRIZE

Book Reviews

“HALLELUJAH”

GISH AGAIN

Baumgartner Talks
A t Thompson Falls

1

SETS M i n
GO ON SECOND EXCURSION F I M S M II5

■■WflfTTSlX SUMMER STUDENTS
Talks on Geology, History
And Botany of Valleys
And Mountain Given.

Brevs

D e a n Names Producing
Staff for “Number
Seventeen.’’

William Rafferty
To Teach Next Year

Coffee Parlor Cafe

Fashion Club Cleaners

Summer Students

Mollett Will "Attend
Pharmaceutical Meet

Dean C. B. Mollett of the school of
Carl McFarland, secretary to Pres
pharmacy will leave Missoula to a t
tend the thirty-eighth annual meet ident Clapp, left the first of the week
ing of the Montana Pharmaceutical for his home In Great Falls, where
association, which will meet at Hun he will spend the Fourth of July.
ter’s Hot Springs. July .9 to 12.
Dean Mollett win give his annual
report on the progress of pharmaceu
tical education as shown in the school
of pharmacy here.
“Of the 162 graduates of the school Garments, Furs, Gloves, Hats
of pharmacy, the greater number are Carpets, Rugs, Draperies, Etc
practicing their profession within the Garments
state of Montana.” Dean Mollett Insured
stated, but there are some in other Against
states. Four are In Washington, three Fire
in Oregon and four In California.

MASTER CLEANEF
8 DYER

M!r. and Mrs. H. L. Schroeder and
Miss Marlon Schroeder spent the

Phone 2186
5-HOUR SERVICE

A ll makes SOLD, R ENTED
and REPAIRED.

Society

Stone Has Relic of Battle
Of Big Hole.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Prescott are'
spending the summer at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Prescott, east of
the University. Mr. Prescott, who is a
By A1 Partoll.
graduate of the State University, hhs
Of Interest because of its historical charge of the commercial work and
significance in western affairs, is a coaches baseball, basketball and track
cannon-ball from a Howitzer field- in Ventura county high school, Ven
tura, California.
piece now reposing in the archives of
the library a t the Kaimin shack. A
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Young and
relic of the last major clash in the
west, between two civilizations, the their two sons, Bobbie and Billie, will
go
to Lake McDonald in Glacier pork,
retreating Redman and the invading
White, in the Battle of the Big Hole, on Tuesday. While there they will at
where the forces of Chief Joseph, tend the sessions of the Methodist in
leader of the Nez Pearce, and General stitute for youpg people.
John Gibbon's command, fought it out
after 1,400 miles of chase.
Indians Last Stand.
The battle took place August 9, 1877
and was the blow, which broke armed
Indian opposition for all time, even
though the battle resulted in the de
feat of the whites.
The cannon-ball is one of the few
fired in this memorial encounter for
the field-piece was surrounded early
In the battle and captured by the
Indians. The Howitzer was brought
along by General Gibbon by mule
back, and set up on a hillside trench
so as to be in a position to bombard
the Indian encampment. Joe Blodget
tbe gunner, when surrounded by In
dians managed to roll the field piece
over.
Shot Goes Wild.
In the first heat of the battle one
of the cannister shots went wild of
the intended mark and lodged in one
of the cut banks on Trail creek, with
out exploding. There it was found in
August 1892 by Arthur L. Stone, now
dean of the Montana School of Jour
nalism, and Art Holt of Grantsdale.
Tlie shot Is a four-inch ball, origin
ally loaded with powder and shrapnel,
which would explode when pressure or
the force of impact fired the cap.
Note: This is the first of an his
torical series by Albert Partoll.

MOOSE

Douglas Thomas, of Dillon, was a
Fourth of July visitor in Missoula. Mr.
Thomas was editor of the 1928 Senti
nel, published by the Junior class at
the State University.
Miss Iva Rose Geil will leave Mis
soula early in the week, to spend the
early p art of her vacation with her
mother in Anaconda. Beefore return
ing to Missoula, Miss Geil will be the
guest of Betty Torrence, a t Hamilton.
0. D. Speer, of Deer Lodge, is the
guest of his brother, J. B. Speer, regis
tra r and business manager - of the
State University, a t the latter’s new
home on Beckwith avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Stewart, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Anderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Merrill returned
E. E. Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Mithun, George Mithun, Fred Whisler, Tuesday from Flathead lake where
they
were the gueests of Dr. and Mrs.
Alice Stoverud and Dorothy Dodge
spent the past week-end at Camp Tuf- J. H. Bradley.
fit on Lake Ronan.

accompanying her father, cx-Governc
Sam V. Stewart, candidate for the R
publican nomination for the Unite
States Senate, on his campaign trips.

Claire Frances Ltnforth, of Butt
Walter Danielson, bookkeeper in the
passed through Missoula Tuesday an
University business office, has gone to
enjoyed a short visit with friends 1>
Anaconda. Mr. Danielson has plans
fore going on to Swan lake.
for on extended trip before his return
to Missoula.
James H. Snowden, who will has
charge of the work of the Affiliate
Marjorie Stewart, of Helena, was in School of Religion for the last si
Miss Marion Prescott, graduate of j Missoula the past week-end on her weeks of the summer session, will a:
the State University, is enrolled in the | way to KalispelL Miss Stewart Is rive Sunday from Pittsburgh.
summer session at the University of
Southern California, Los Angeles. Miss
Prescott has a teaching position next
year in Mount Shasta, California.
H. J. Laux, brother of Miss Mary
Laux, head of the women’s physical
education department, visited In Mis
soula on Tuesday on his way to Kalispell. Mr. Laux is a construction engi
neer in Tucson, Arizona.

TEACHERS, ENROLL W ITH US!

Giant of Woods Seen in
Bitter Root.

We have listed at present many desirable high school and
junior high school positions. We especially need men and
women who have had some training in Music or Athletics.
Our territory is the entire Northwest.

Misses Katherine and Helen Flem
ing were the guests Wednesday of
Betty Torrence a t the summer home
While returning from Hamilton near Hamilton of Mr. and Mrs. R. V.
yesterday, R. M. “Bill” Parsley and McBain.
FREE ENROLLMENT. Write today for registration blank.
Mrs. Parsley, who is attehding the
Esther Smith, requisition clerk in
summer session, were surprised to see the University buisness office, spent
a large bull moose about two miles the Fourth in Helena.
BAKER, MONTANA
this side of Bass Spur, a junction in
the Bitter Root valley.
Miss Betty Torrence was the dinner
Mrs. Parsley said that the moose guest, Tuesday evening, of Miss K ath
was on the west side of the Bitter erine Fleming.
IJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllll
Root river and thought therefore that
he might have made his way into the
valley from Idaho, where moose are
not so uncommon.
An attempt to
take a picture of the moose was made
but his “Lordship,” feeling not a t all out of your Kodak pictures.
out of his dominion, gracefully trotted
off to the mountains, leaving Mr. and For “ results” bring your films
Mrs. Parsley only a mental picture to
to our store.
remember him by.
While there are elk on the east side Films in at 10 a. m. are out at
5 p. m.
s 123-129 East Main
Missoula, Mont.
of the river, moose are very rare
there, and this one is among the first
to be seen in that section.

MONTANA TEACHERS AGENCY

GET THE BEST

McKAY ART CO.

Missoula Laundry Co.
111-117 East Spruce Street

Phone 2311

THIRSTY ? ?

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Let Us Do Tour

Photo Finishing

Try Our Fountain
Service
‘2?

Those glossy prints at no extra
charge.
Films Developed Free

Harkness Drug Store
Corner Pine and Higgins
PHONE 3231
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Here is our feature, T oyo Straw Hats in the popular shapes,
= very light, cool and comfortable; snap brim and fancy band.
= T oyos combine style with comfort and are exceptionally low
= priced at these prices.
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Associated Students’
Store
On the Campus
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From the State University biological
station on Flathead lake, Dr. Kirkwood
L. M. Van Devanter.
reports a heavy algal flora in the
Sets to be used in the first produc
Full moon and huge campfire both waters of the lake. One of the pur
lent their radiance to make Saturday poses of the station is to study the tion of the dramatic department for
night at Seeley lake shine out among source and kinds of these microscopic the summer quarter have been prac
week-end evcursions. After leaving plants which furnish food to the fish tically completed and arrangements
for properties are being made. Three
Main hall at 8:30 Saturday morning, in the lake.
sets are to be used: An exterior
the string of cars carrying the 76 pas
showing
a street scene in London at
sengers traveled through the Big
The systematic botany class under night, and two interior, one an up
Blackfoot valley and Cleawater canyon,
Mr. Severy made a trip to Greenough stairs room in the house and the other
stopping a t the headquarters camp of
park Tuesday afternoon in the study a secret room in the basement of the
the Anaconda Copper Mining company
of plants found there.
same house. All the work has been
for luncheon and inspection of logging
done by the class in stage craft under
operations there. The Boy Scout camp
Dr. C. W. Waters has been enjoying the direction of Aleyn Burtis.
on Seeley lake was reached late in the
afternoon. After dinner the party as the summer a t the Forest Service ex
Alexander Dean announced a staff
sembled around a huge campfire, periment station a t Priest river, accord for “Number 17.” William Garver
listened to talks on the flora of the ing to a letter received by Professor will act as stage manager. Garver
region and to lumberjack legends of Severy. He says he has been learning was also stage manager for the Little
Paul Bunyan and sang. The return more botany than he ever learned out Theater last summer. Marie Bell has
trip began at two o’clock Sunday, was of a book.
been appointed business manager and
Interrupted by a picnic dinner a t the
Bill Rafferty, captain of the 1928 will take qare of all publicity for the
junction of the Clearwater and Blackplay. The ticket sale will be handled
foot rivers, and ended a t 7 :30 In the baseball team, left here for Winona, by Inez Hannes. Calie Allison will
Minn.
evening.
. be assistant to the director and do
Unexpectedly popular though the
Professor B. E. Thomas and Profes the prompting. John Linn will have
second week-end trip proved, cars were
charge of the lights. A staff to do
available for all who had signed up, sor J. W. Severy, accompanied by their make-up and act as ushers will be ap
a stage having been chartered for families, spent the Fourth of July fish pointed later.
those not otherwise provided for. The ing and picnicking up Rock creek.
The play will be presented at the
first stop was made at Stairs' road
Oliver B. Crumbaker, who received |j Little Theater Wednesday and Thurshouse near McNamara's landing, the
day, J uly 11 and 12.
his
B.
A.
degree
with
the
June
graduj
historic Interest of which was empha
sized by Dean Arthur L. Stone of the ating class and who has for the past
School of Journalism, while President several years been principal of the
Charles H. Clapp impressed the party Florence-Carlton high school, has ac
deeply with his account of the vener cepted the prlnclpalshtp of the high
able age of the local rocks, which he school a t Rosebud. Mr. Crumboker's
gave as being a t the lowest calculation brother, Calvin Crumbaker, Is an as
one hundred million years. At the sistant professor in the department of
next stop, near Potomac, he explained economics a t the University.
the formation of the Camas Prairie
Mary Kirkwood Is Made Assistant
A number of pictures taken on the
left there as a silent witness of the
In U. of Oregon Art SchooL
time when this entire region was part Seeley lake trip last week are to be
seen on the bulletin board in Main
of a frigid zone.
Mary Kirkwood, '26, daughter of
Five miles before reaching the log hall. Each week pictures taken on the
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Kirkwood, who has
ging camp, Dean T. C. Spaulding of week-end trips will be placed there.
during
the past year been connected
the School of Forestry gave a clear and
Mary Ryburn, a former student of with the department of a rt In the
Interesting account of the problems of
the United States Forest Service and Montana, stopped in Missoula Monday Eugene high school of Eugene, Ore
their practical solutions now being for a day’s visit with Harriet Johnston gon, has been offered an assistantship
worked o u t The party then proceeded a t Corbin hall, before going to Seattle in the School of Architecture and Al
to the camp, where they were enter where she will sail with Margaret lied Arts of the University of Oregon.
tained at luncheon as the guests of the Johnston for Alaska for a pleasure Miss Kirkwood, besides teaching a rt
Anaconda Coppen^Minlng company. In trip. Miss Ryburn .entered the Univer a t the Eugene high school, has been
spection of logging by caterpillar trac sity In 1922 and Margaret Johnston studying painting and mural decora
graduated with the class of '24.
tion a t the University of Oregon dur
tors followed.
ing the winter.
The onward march was interrupted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
N.
Johnston
of
Bil
Miss Kirkwood states th at the
by short stops at Clearwater Inn and
Salmon Lake for brief talks on the lings will visit their daughter, Harriet, School of Architecture and Allied Arts
a
t
Corbin
hall
Wednesday.
Mr.
John-'
history and topography of the region.
of the University of Oregon is one of
Upon reaching Seely lake, the Boy ston is a member of the state board of the largest in the West, and that under
Scouts’ sleeping quarters proved Inade education.
the leadership of Ellie S. Lawrence,
quate for the size of the crowd, so
dean of the school, has built up an ex
Dr.
and
Mrs.
R.
H.
Jesse
and
family
they were placed at the women’s dis
tension course a t Portland as well as
posal, while the men made beds for left Missoula yesterday for a two the school a t the university.
themselves In the open from fir boughs. months’ visit with their parents In Ne
There are 14 faculty members in
Dinner was then served by the com braska and Missouri. Dr. Jesse's cluded in the School of Arcritecture
missary department, consisting of parents live In Scotts Bluff, Nebraska. and Allied Arts, which is divided into
President Clapp, Dean Stone, Dean They will return to Missoula In time several departments such as architec
Spaulding, and Professor Severy. After for the opening of the regular school
ture, painting, sculpture, normal art,
the meal, all formed a circle about a year this fa it
and interior decoration.
great campfire. When darkness fell
During the past year over 170 stu
and the rising moon shone through the
dents graduated from this department.
tall dark evergreen trees, the company,
Xhis
does not give an indication of the
watching the whirling sparks as they
number enrolled in the school as there
listened to the wondrous exploits of
Paul Bunyan related by Dean Stone,
William H. Rafferty, better known are many students taking a rt who are
would hardly have been surprised to on the Montana campus as “Wlld- not majoring in th at department.
Miss Kirkwood graduated with hon
see the great logger himself stride from horse,” will teach history and athlet
the forest shadows.
ics at Stevensvllle next year, .accord ors from this University in 1926.
Professor Severy then told of the ing to W. R. Wyatt, superintendent
Madge McRae, a graduate of the
strange way in which this mountain of the Stevensville schools.
ous region reproduces the flora of a
Mr. Rafferty is well known, not 'English department, but who has re
hemisphere, a few hundred feet of alti only in Missoula, but throughout the cently been teaching in several Mon
tude correnspondlng to many degrees of entire west, having played football tana high schools, has accepted the
latitude.
and baseball on the University teams position of teacher of English and
Latin ab Seward High School, Alaska.
In the interval between talks, and for the past three years.
afterward, the company sang, display
He came to Montana from Waba
ing great reluctance to retire to boards, sha, Minnesota. Aside from holding
A Different Eating Place
boughs, and straw. Finally, however, the captaincy of the 1928 baseball
the announcement of an eight-o’clock team, he played football, taught a
breakfast availed to scatter the crowd. class in physical education, and earned
After breakfast, a threatening sky his way through school.
Ice Cream and Refreshing
cleared, allowing all to enjoy their
When not pitching, Rafferty plays
Drinks
choice of swimming, boating, or hiking the outfield or at third base, and Is
until luncheon. At two o’clock the among the “select” in hitting averages
party broke camp, and the homeward in the Pacific Coast conference. He
Journey was interrupted only for a pic held the center position in football
For satisfaction in Cleaning
nic dinner near Clearwater nn. The last year.
and pressing
cars reached Missoula between 7 and
Rafferty graduated from the Uni
8 o'clock Sunday evening.
You Can’t Beat the
versity in June.
Expressions regarding the pleasure
and profit derived from the trip were
Phone 2661
heartfelt and general. The Individuals SPAULDING LEAVES FOE
COUER D ’ALENE REGION
most often chosen as subjects were the
four faculty members on the commis
Professor T. C. Spaulding, who is
sariat, whose untiring efficiency was
in the opinion of the majority chiefly fire warden for the Blackfoot Forest
responsible for the success of the trip. Protective association, left Missoula
Tuesday to Interview tlmberland -own
ers in the Coeur d’Alene territory in We will be glad to take care of
regard to the amount of timber which
your TY PEW R ITER needs.
each owner will register with the as
sociation.

CANNON BALL

Special Rental Rates to
All Students
Typewriting or Note Book
Paper, 500 Sheets for 75 cents.

Lister Typewriter
. Service
112 East Cedar St.

Phone 2457

It Pays
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PHILLIPS PUBLISHES THUMB NAIL | - / w
SKETCHES OF MONTANA HISTORY | £ ^ r
Chapters Deal W ith Earl)
Expeditions and Work
In the West.

id Clark expedl-

hint of
tit Fr*II<'b t
plorera.
'IV ** ak*i

;.'h Monti
I Clark, a

lip* Will fl*X
history of ti
gon country
Oil* of tb**
vivid ilcacrl prion of the beet ft fur*
i ratlinig day*i befot•<* the time of Lewis
and Clark, follow*d by a diactiMiion of
tb* mcaning of tille word Oregon . Astor Mi||d Jeff eraou Plan and Lewia ant)
Clark ExpttJit Ion’' telhi of the frustratloin >if (lie plan IMOf 1i former president iof tiie Unite'(1 Htfite*, ami ot a
German humlignin i1: who had drea nw of
groat wealthi in ftirs, b;p the pm chase
of lb* Loula1lana t(•rrlroiry by our coun
try. "The !Umiakana 1•urchase" is u
foritutpoll* 1word detunj of the ski)ful diplomat y of .Jeffernon at a critlcal moment In our history.
“The Western March Through Mon
tana" describe*/ the delight of Lewis
aud Clark In the abundance of wild
animal life In Montana and the studies
'of the country which were made by
the two men. "Lewis and Clark Re
turn" tells of the weather difficulties,
mourners with Indians, und the
nunotony of a si eady diet of Halim
n their journeyi i eastward,
"Lirooque” is a sketch of one <
the oldest traders of the Northwest
Company. Because of bis anti-Ameri
can policies he wax refused permission
to accompany Lewis and Clark np the
Missouri river hut was* allowed to con
tinue fur-trading with the Indians.
"David Thompson" is a sketch of the
greatest British explorer of Montana
whose mission was to win the friend
ship of the Black feet and Pregan In
dians for the benefit of the Northwest
Company's fur trade.
"Haleesti House" is an historical
sketch of a fur-trading headquarters
within the present site of Thompson
Falls. "H ownc House" deals with Jo
seph Howse, who built the first furtrading post In western Montana,
which was near the present site of
Kullspell. Much debauchery was car
ried on with the Indians here, which
finally led the Hudson Bay company
to abandon the fur trade to the North
west company.

‘GASLESS BUGGY’ Forestry Publication
Is Now Distributed
THRILLS NATIVES

| Contestants Have Until July
This data was used In tb publication
9 to Turn in Scores.
and in connection carrie an article
I prowess or only a miracle?
from
the
Journal
of
Fort
-Ra
Mil
I / As the spectators watched and
j Enrollment in Harry Adams’ golf
can of the American Sot
big a load?
I wondered. Into the little city of Milltournament is Increasing dally. At
me that's rather queer to an I town last Sunday toiled a Ford coupe
J present there are 12 golf enthusiasts
tat*
foreigner—at
the
top
of
a
nt* may be abb
with a three-ton bus carrying a full I According to Mr. Fritz, during the who have announced their intention
a good sharp curve—"Forken- load of passengers dragging along in I past few years a more or less set cover of entering the tournament and It is
The trimmil
ten nil mateba
drive
or Coroner." We lunched a t the I the immediate rear, closely joined to design has been used. In order to expected that equally as many will
nth, during th<
being
built into the rei r of the JourI.
Log
Camp,
(Ye
Gods!
Those
' the
it by an apparently Invisible coupling. make the cover more appropriate to turn in their names in the near fu
facilitate the
1Tb* eonrfa a t tb* University have been Apple Pies!) Six different desserts. I Occasionally the little car in a burst the subject material, the cover design ture. This tournament is open for oalism building to
upplies which
placed at tb* convenience of tb* con- I your choice or a ll! I could hardly be- I of speed would put several yards of has been changed this year. The both students and faculty members of handling of Janitor's
_____
>n
the ground
are
uuh
being
stored
]
lleve
my
eyes.
We
watched
the
Cater
I t enfant*, a* well a* the Greenough
highway between the two machines, emblem of the Forestry club, a sym- the summer session.
I court, and many matcbca will probably pillars work, hauling mammoth trees; j then checked by the unseen tow line, I bolic pine tree in colors with a gold I Contestants hare until July 9 to floor of that building. The store room
was built by the department last
the good-looking girls all rode the stopped until the heavy stage had been M at the base, is used on this year's
I take place on tb* campna.
turn in their qualifying rounds from
Cats, or upon the drivers' knees. Over
week.
drawn up close behind again, after book.
I Home of tb* lent tennis talent In
which the amount of handicap will l.e
the bridge to the Boy Scout Camp,
The second and third floor of
which the ill assorted tandem would
I the mme will be displayed when the
“The book is largely self-supporting determined, and match play will prob
which is not such a mouldy place, then
•South hall, men’s dormitory, will be
proceed.
main tournament opens July 26. Ken
through Its advertising," said Fritz. ably begin by July 12. Four rounds
out on the lake In a rowboat for a
neth Simmons and Miss K. Davies.
At a service station in Milltown the I "Also, a number of copies are sold are necessary to qualify. Coach Adams redecorated commencing next week.
tanned or sunburned face. Miss Don
Ford shamelessly abandoned its big each year to the Forestry School announces that the usual rules will be The first floor was done over last
I both of Billings, and bolder* of the
nelly and her cohorts immediately
partner. And as the latter got under which distributes several hundred cop in force. They are as follows: Balls summer. Four new rooms for stu
state titles, will defend their cham
jumped in the lake, but, judging from
pionships. Major Melvin of Fort their actions, the water was "hard to way again, C. W. York, operator of ies in every state in the Union." They in the rough must be played from dents were recently added to the
men's dormitory when study rooms
Leavenworth, champion of the army take."
With Severy, Stone, and the stage, which had pushed the coupe are also distributed heavily’ through where they lie. Balls on the fairway
Htid navy, will participate. A regular Prex.v on the job as cooks, we had a two ami one-half miles into Milltown out the northwest and in all the chief may be picked up and dropped over were remodeled.
University student, John Lewis, will dinner seldom beard of outside of story so that Dougins Hutchinson, its driver, offices of the lumbering and logging the shoulder without loss of stroke.
probably be o;i hand for another at books. Proxy had a recipe, unusnal, might replenish his gas supply, said industry and proves to be a big factor Balls may be teed up on the third fairMrs. Norman F. Coleman, wife of
tempt at the championship. Lewis to say the least, for making excellent I to the carload of girls returning from in keeping the Montana School of .way and the fourth fairway, across
I Professor Norman F. Coleman, preslhas been a strong contender in the coffee with which to top the feast. Seeley lake:
Forestry in the minds of those inter the ditch. Over the fence on the third I dent of Reed college, Portland, Ore.,
state contexts for the past several The coffee was lacking in flavor but I "I bet that was a hot onfe.”
fairway and in or across the ditch on I Is the guest of Professor. and Mrs.
ested in that occupation, he added.
years. He is also from Billings, the j Proxy was nonchalant; he dropped in
The dedication of the "Forestry the fourth fairway is out of bounds, Rufus Coleman during the Fourth.
j tennis hot-bed of tb* state.
and
the penalty will be the loss of I Professor Rufus Coleman is instructor
a half-smoked cigarette to fill the longKaimin" for this year reads:
distance.
I A Junior tournament is also being felt want. A "mile-high" campfire,
in English.
“To J. C. DeJarnette, the most ac
I held, which take entries from children I Saturday night, amid the other glories,
A fountain pen for first prize and
tive honorary member of our club, for
j in the grade schools, as well as a high and to cap the climax, A. L. Stone, tell
his. loyalty, sincerity, kindness and two golf balls for second prize will be
1school contest.
ing Paul Bunyan stories. Retiring to
Coach J. W. Stewart’s school in innumerable favors to us, we, the awarded by the student store.
a bed. that was four feet thick with coaching is growing daily. At present members of the Forestry Club of the
pine boughs, we tried in vain to sleep; more than 35 are enrolled in this
State University of Montana, do most
Betty Harrington went to Butte to I
some chorus of females cackled again class. Man, both experienced and in
respectfully dedicate this volume."
spend the Fourth.
and again. We were up and about the experienced in the coaching game, are
Mr.
DeJarnette
is
a
resident
of
Or
next morning, hours earlier than ever taking this course.
before, to hear Theo Donnelly shouting ' Several of the men in this school chard Homes. Two o f his sons have
ZIP AUTO LAUNDRY
"Who wants to go swimmin’ some are coaches in high schools in and out been students in the School of For
more?" Then after a hefty breakfast, pf the state. They are registered for estry. Monroe DeJarnette is at the
S O W L TAX1
present
time
forestry
examiner
on
the
Before
you
Try
the
Rest
put on by Dean, Prexy and Prof., we from three to nine weeks in this
? A I K ™
“cELf.s« ' i 5 |
Richardson Sends Note Asking divided ourselves into grouplets, hopped coaching school which Includes in Pend d’Oreille forest in Idaho. Jim
T ty the Best.
DRIVE YOURSELF SYSTEM
in the cars and were off to enjoy our struction in the coaching of football, mie DeJarnette was a sophomore in the
Members to Entertain
510
So.
Higgins
2
2
2
W.
MAIN
ST-PH0HE
3676
Forestry
School
at
the
time
of
his
selves as we wanted—some fished, basketball, field and track.
Summer Students.
death.
some swam, some just slept, and the

Coaching School
Growing Steadily

25c Taxi
Phone 3678

BOSCO’S CAFE

It. T. Richardson, president fo the
Missoula Chamber of Commerce, sent
a letter out Saturday to its members,
and to members of the service clubs,
requesting them to invite students to
go automobile riding with them. The
letter in part read as follows:
. . there is a much larger in
crease in tHb new out-of-state stu
dents. Many of these people have
been attraided to Montana by the.
recreational opportunities as presented
in the literature sent out by the cham
ber, the railroads, and the summer
session publicity staff.
"The best possible advertisement for
our summer school is satisfied stu
den Is, as they cun and will spread the
nows farther than pamphlets, and
much more effectively.
"If you find it possible to cooperate
with us in this summer session activ
ity, and are willing to be called upon,
please give your name to Mr. Peat,
our secretary, or if you find on short
notice that you have room in your
car for one or two, call Miss Theo
Donnelly, social director of the sum
mer session at Corbin hall.
"Residents of Missoula are welcome
at summer session activities on the
campus, such as recitals, concerts and
mixers, so they can meet the summer
school students and faculty."

"explanations of absence" were rather
more than one could accept. Then a
drive to the Clearwater Junction for
one more meal and a smoke, and we
headed back to Missoula, far from
downhearted, though broke. Yes, we
ran out of gas beyond Bonner, and
were pushed to Milltown by the Bus,
but we fall to see why th at happening
should cause such a whale of a fuss.
I ’ll cease this chatter for the present,
and hie myself to the phone to ring up
His Nibs and inquire "Where to next
week, Dean Stone?”
Richard S. Underwood, who gradu
ated with honors from the depart
ment of English in 1923, paid a brief
visit to Missoula friends yesterday
morning on his way from Pittsburgh
to Portland. Mr. Underwood is at
the present time instructor in English
at the University of Pittsburgh, and
has recently received*his M. A. degree
in English.

O l’R WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
Fine I-Iair Cutting Is Our Specialty
(Basement R. k H. Jewelry Shop)
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

Elsie Brown of Yalier is leaving
Friday for her home. Miss Brown
graduated in '27 and plans to teach
in Alberton next year. She has been
attending the first three-week session
of summer school.

South Side Pharmacy
Kodak Developing and
Photo Albums

■Fourteen present and former
versity of Southern California
letes, both masculine and feminine,
!------will compete In the final tryonta to be
Morgan Taylor, who established a
held In the east for the American new World's record In the 400-meter
Olympic team.
hurdles in the sectional Olympic trials
Among the Southern California un- nt Detroit, Is a former pupil of Coach
dergrads who appear to be certain of j \y Stewart of the physical educamaklng the team are Captain Lee 1 tlon department. Taylor, a lanky
Barnes, world's record holder In the b|om) ia(| t Wns one of the promising
pole vault and wluner of the cveut „thletes of Sioux City, Iowa, high
In the 1024 Olympics: Charley Borah. gc]]00i wbcn Mr. Stewart was athletl •
sprint flash, and Jim Stewart, tor * Loach there. He specialized iy the
brief period this spring holder of the bigb hurdles, the broad and high jumps
American record In the decathlon. I at (hat time.
Among the grads of S. C. doped to win I Baylor later went to Grinnell colplacea on the American squad are Dr. I ^
'am, starretl there in track. He
Clarence “Bud"
both
“nud" Houser,
Hm,*r'r winner
w,n"»v of
a, hA»h vreat to the 1924 Olympics and wor.
the shot and discus in the 1924 Olym
pics; Charley Paddock, holder of in the 400-meter hurdles in 52.6 seconds,
numerable sprint records, and Leigh establishing a new record which was
ton Dye, world's record holder in the not allowed because he knocked down
a hurdle.
110-meter high hurdles.

College People Enjoy

Speaks for Itself

Butte Cleaners
HIGH CLASS CLEANING
and
DYEING
Phone 3131

'

508 S. Higgins

lie is now 2S years old but is still
In the feminine division of the
a. Lillian Copeland, Uni tuking another whirl at the Olympic
versity of Southern California School I*a,nM>8* carrying the colors of the IIof law student, appears to be the best lint>*s Athletic club in the trials. He
bet In the shut put and discus t h r e ., I ran the 400-meter hurdles race in 53.1
Tin
M she already holds the American seconds at the Detroit trials.
records In these events and the jav- i Olympli record with all hurdles staa ’
I seconds.
etin thr0\Y, Mis* iCopeland, vrbo will
tike part In the iwomen's trj is (0
be held in Nt‘wark. N. J„ July n , will
repreeetiit thr►Pasa deua Athleitic Club
U tb* fwet.
)n adIdittoi11 to ]Borah, Ban
and
Stewart. the following Trojank UlnderMrs. Mildred Stone, ass
tered 1In the east*rn final
women, left Saturday
ttyvuu:
Alex 1Irnham. 400-tDeter
vacation trip in the
hnrdto* ; Chiirkw Webber. U<MDeter
une expects to make a
high hurdle* ; Jen* Mortenaen. decathalt and will not retun
ton ; Jaiit William* pole vault•» J1. w.
I of the fall quarts
Bark*, 400 uwter <Jaah: Che*toy UnSk will visit friends
rah. SIWVm
w<Mon
she lived before eoi
Draper. 100-1leter dash.
So- She will also v
Ne
MU* Pattihe Sia t left MUtKIUU
tfcto awrain* to a pend wane tUn* » t
brask*. spending the
R utheid I Buniinr i )u m

Mrs. Mildred Stone
To Vacation in East

SOUTH SIDE BARBER SHOP

CALLS A YELLOW

Nuf said

Pbone 2166

Shoe Shined

Summer Lunches for
Summer Students

All makes Rented and Repaired

More and Better for Lees

TYPEWRITERS
We suggest a new
Corona Portable
for your school
work.
Sales Agent for Remington,

BE SURE IT IS

M 8 H ROOT BEER
“ I t ’s Different”

We deliver and call for rented
typewriters.

Your home typewriter man
118 E. Cedar S t

Phone 4492

We Stand for Quality Work and
Service

Leading Shoe Shop
514 S. Higgins

Let Us Supply Your
Needs
- Complete line of

FLORENCE HOTEL
BARBER SHOP
Five Barbers at Your Service
Ladles* Hair Cutting Parlor
in Connection

Phone 3511

SCHOOL ACCESSORIES
Stationery, Pens, etc.
Agents for the Royal
Typewriter.
8-hour picture developing and
printing service

Rainbow Barber Shop

Ju ly 9

COURSES OFFERED IN:
Fine Arts
Foreign Languages
History and Political Science
Home Economics
Journalism
Library Economy
Physical Education
Psychology
Religion

Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Economics and Sociology
Education
English
Mathematics
Music
Pharmacy

RECREATIONAL WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
Into the Canyon of the Big Blackfoot including an Inspection of the Large Lumber Mill
of the Anaconda Company at Bonner.
T o the National Bison Range near the Mission of St. Ignatius where Herds of Bison, Elk,
Antelope, Deer and Mountain Sheep are kept.
Over Mt. Stuart into the Rattlesnake Lake Basin where there are T w enty Lakes in addi
tion to Streams, Little Glaciers and Great Moraines.

COM PETENT RESIDENT AND VISITING FACULTY
SPECIAL LECTURERS
A FULL EXTRA-CURRICULAR PROGRAM
COURSES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST T O —
Teachers
Superintendents

Principals
Parents

School Supervisors
Other Professional People

THIRD TERM
Opens for Three Weeks Beginning July 30
W IT H COURSES OFFERED IN—
Home Economics
Jonrnalism
Library Economy
Mathematics
Pharmacy
Physical Education
Psychology

Biology
Botany
Business Administration
Economics and Sociology
Education
English
Foreign Languages
History and Political Science

RECREATIONAL WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
Into the Bitter Root Mountains to L o Lo Pass and Lo Lo H ot Springs, from which one
may look into the Idaho Clearwater Region.
Into the Heart of the Mission Range for tw o days and a night in “T he Canyon of
Thousand Cataracts” where the Water Falls from every side.

SESSION ENDS AUGUST 17
For Information about the Second and Third Terms and Conrses of Study Write:

9:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.

THE DIRECTOR OF THE SUMMER SESSION

Office Supply Co.

ST A T E U N IV E R SIT Y
MISSOULA
M O NTA N A

and Beauty Parlor
The Barber Shop de Luxe for
Ladle* and Gentlemen Who Care
Phone 2442
i m Kinrin.

Opens for Three Weeks Beginning

L. C. Smith and all makes of
portable typewriters.

Frank G, Swanberg
Expert Shoe Repairing

SECOND TERM

The Blue Parrot

The Thinking Fellow

HIGH SCHOOL CANDY
SHOP

1928 SUMMER SESSION

Higgins and So. Third

“I t Pays to Look WeU”
Uni IP u p il of J. W. Stewart
ath I Establishes New Time

The State University of Montana

Florence Hotel Bldg.

